
Wardrobe planning by seasons is the foundation of the BJ Wilson Wardrobe Consulting Process™. The 

four seasons of the year affect everything from fabric choices to color schemes to setting appointments 

with clients. Throughout the book we will point out how the seasons relate to the process and remind 

you of the importance of approaching wardrobe planning this way.

Seasonal Wardrobe Planning versus A closet Makeover

The idea of seasonality to wardrobe planning appears straightforward. Retail clothing stores operate with 

a keen eye on the calendar, securing their inventories for the upcoming season, advertising and pre-selling 

the latest fashion trends, and timing sales to maximize revenue. Shoppers shop and purchase clothes in 

season and sometimes for the next; and turn out for end-of-season sales to snatch up the bargains. As the 

weather changes, many of us prepare our closets for the change. We reorganize our wardrobes, moving 

spring/summer clothes aside to make room for our fall/winter clothes and vice versa.

Although the need for seasonal wardrobe planning seems evident, many wardrobe consultants are not 

clear on the importance of separating the seasons and focusing on Spring/Summer and Fall/Winter 

wardrobes individually. They ignore the seasons all together and approach wardrobe planning as a 

closet makeover in which everything in the closet needs to be addressed all at once. Evaluating a 

wardrobe this way is time consuming as well as overwhelming, and it is not an effective way to create 

a current wardrobe plan and shopping list.

On the positive side, a closet makeover often involves rearranging items in the closet so that the closet 

looks better. This is helpful if the closet is extremely disorganized. The consultant may also offer some 

advice on new clothing combinations as garments are reorganized. However, in the end, nothing truly 

goes together because the clothes, shoes, and accessories have not been separated by the seasons. 

The seasons are mixed up, making it impossible to coordinate the wardrobe for the current season. The 

client becomes frustrated with the result. She may be over her budget and she still does not know how 

to coordinate her clothes. This process will not work. The closet must be organized by season. A 

current wardrobe plan and a targeted shopping list will follow.

The BJ Wilson Wardrobe Consulting ProcessTM is based on seasonal planning. The process is methodical 

and repeatable and can be used on any wardrobe, regardless of the state of the wardrobe or its size. 

The client knows what to expect every time she works with the wardrobe consultant. She knows that 

she will get a wardrobe plan

 customized for the season;

 that the clothing and accessories will carry her into the next season comfortably;

 that her wardrobe can be built on from year to year.

The client grows in confidence, always dressed in style, and feels good about the way she manages her 

clothing budget.
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Wardrobe Planning Seasons

Every wardrobe plan begins with a season to plan for.

In the BJ Wilson Wardrobe Consulting Process™, the four seasons of the year are grouped into Spring/

Summer and Fall/Winter time frames. We will refer to Spring/Summer as a wardrobe planning season, 

though it spans two seasons on the calendar. Similarly, Fall/Winter is a wardrobe planning season that 

spans two calendar seasons.

Below is a chart that shows the months of each wardrobe planning season. Please note how the 

months of the seasons are grouped. These groupings may be different from how you think about the 

seasons. Study the chart and get to know the months of each season.

Spring/Summer

 Spring Summer

 March June

 April July

 May August

Fall/Winter

 Fall Winter

 September December

 October January

 November February
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Summer

June

July

August

Fall

September

October

November
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Scheduling consulting engagements

At BJ Wilson and Company, we work with most of our clients on a biannual cycle, scheduling consulting 

engagements through spring for Spring/Summer wardrobes; and throughout the fall for Fall/Winter 

wardrobes. You can work with your clients this way or you may decide to work with clients four times 

a year, planning the wardrobe for Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter, each season separately. Some 

clients prefer more frequent contact and also like to manage their clothing budget quarterly. The 

quarterly schedule can also benefit the consultant by increasing cash flow.

Whether you meet with clients twice a year or four times a year, the important thing is to get 

appointments scheduled ahead of the start of a wardrobe season. The ideal scheduling for a biannual 

wardrobe consulting cycle is the following.

  For the Spring/Summer wardrobe season

 Client contact should begin in late January and February to schedule appointments for wardrobe 

consultations that begin in the middle of March and go through April to early May. Since the transition 

to summer begins in mid-May, any appointment scheduled after this time should be for the summer 

wardrobe with a focus on summer colors and fabrics.

  For the Fall/Winter wardrobe season

 Client contact should begin in August to schedule appointments for wardrobe consultations for the 

months of September, October, and early November. Transition to winter begins in mid-November. 

Consulting engagements past mid-November should be aimed at planning the winter wardrobe.

If you decide to meet with clients for each season separately, set up the appointments this way:

  For Spring wardrobe planning, appointments should begin in mid-March and can go through April.

  For Summer wardrobe planning, appointments should begin in mid-May and can go into July.

  For Fall wardrobe planning, appointments should begin in late August and can go into October.

  For Winter wardrobe planning, appointments should begin in early November and can go into 

December.

It takes time to plan and shop for a wardrobe. If you work with clients quarterly, you have a shorter time 

frame to implement the wardrobe plan. You must schedule appointments carefully so that you can 

meet the client’s needs for that particular season.
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transition Planning

Regardless of the frequency of consultations, a wardrobe consultant must plan the wardrobe so that 

the client has clothes to wear that are appropriate as the seasons change. This is called transition 

planning. Transitions occur spring to summer and fall to winter, but also summer to fall and winter to 

spring. These are the times of year when people are perplexed about what to wear.

A prime transition is winter to spring. Spring is a transitional season beginning the third week of March. 

The weather is traditionally cold. You will see people wearing winter clothes and people wearing spring 

clothes, unsure of how to dress. Making the transition from winter to spring can be quite challenging. It 

requires incorporating some spring elements into the wardrobe, such as a spring jacket or spring trench 

coat in a bright color. Spring scarves, umbrellas, and colored handbags are easy to add to a wintery 

outfit. Spring is about layering and keeping warm. It is also about finding the balance between winter 

and summer. (See Part 1: Fabrics, for more information about spring/summer and fall/winter fabrics.) 

Taking the spring wardrobe into summer is the next test. The wool spring jacket and cotton sweaters 

that were ideal layering pieces during the cold months of spring will not make the transition to summer. 

They are too warm. Some spring clothes, however, will survive the transition. A short sleeve blouse, 

camisoles, tee shirts, and spring skirts in bright colors can go forward and will coordinate with the 

summer basics. When summer arrives, clothes that keep the body cool are the only thing that matters.

Transition planning can be tricky. To do it well, a consultant must have considerable knowledge about 

the seasons, fabrics, basics, colors, and clothing styles. In Part 2 we will look at transition planning in 

more detail when we study the BJ Wilson Wardrobe Consulting ProcessTM.

Summary and key ideas

The four seasons of the year are the underpinning of the BJ Wilson Wardrobe Consulting ProcessTM. 

Every wardrobe plan begins with the seasonal separation of clothes, jewelry, handbags and shoes, and 

other items in the closet. Then a repeatable process to organize and design the wardrobe is implemented 

from season to season. We will study the BJ Wilson Wardrobe Consulting ProcessTM in Part 2 of the 

workbook. The important lesson from this topic is that two wardrobe planning seasons, Spring/Summer 

and Fall/Winter support the process.

  The BJ Wilson Wardrobe Consulting Process™ is based on the four seasons of the year.

  Wardrobe planning is implemented for Spring/Summer and Fall/Winter wardrobes, but can also be 

implemented for each season separately if the client desires.

  Transition planning from the current season to the next season is part of every wardrobe plan.

  The components of the wardrobe plan, such as the basics, color scheme, and fabrics, depend on the 

season being planned for.
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the Four Seasons – test Your understanding

 1. List the months of each wardrobe consulting season:

Spring Summer

  

  

 

  

Fall Winter

 

 

 

  

 2. Define transition planning:

3. What is the transition month from spring to summer?

4. What is the transition month from fall to winter?
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